FREELANCERS
WEEKLY REPORT#3
Group(last week):
Last week we had a meeting and pass over the project status, and share the new works
to do.
Yağız:
At the last weekend I have worked on the control and management part of the
configuration management plan. I have read CMPs of last year and written my part. On the other
days of this week I have dealt with the chat class again. I have managed to get rid of some of the
problems. I have established an ajax chat between a user and himself. Although this was not a
useful thing, it made my work easy and made me correct some of the mistakes. I have started
constructing a helper class with non-static methods, however I can not discover how I can create an
object of that class in javascript using dwr. For this issue, I have spent much time searching for a
solution.
Caner:
This week I have started to implement the required Facebook application to import
profile informations of the existing users of Facebook. Other than this I have made some researches
about Sendmail and its configurations.
Kutlu:
Last week i have written my part of the configuration management. Then i have finished
the profile class using the data access object that serhat has written.
Serhat:
This week, I wrote my part of CMP. On other days, I worked on some issues about chat
classes and studied STRUTS. I am planning to integrate Struts to w-eXpert.
Group(next week):
Next week, we are planning to make a meeting at Tuesday 13:30 for “how it is going
on?” and “what are the problems?” until now as usual. Also, personally; Yağız will finish the chat
class with the help of Serhat. Then Yağız will start to work on group related stuff. Hopefully Caner

will finish the implementation of the application and start to test it. If he can find time he wants to
look into Sendmail in more detail. Kutlu will test this classes and integrate to the system. On the
next meeting, Serhat will give a short information about Struts to us. Also,he will work on chat
class with Yağız.

